
 
The “ Tea party” 

Reunions can enhance relationships. Chapter five is perhaps the biggest and most 
notable chapter, as it is when Gatsby sees Daisy again. Previous to this tea party, Daisy was 
only a far green light to Gatsby. Throughout the chapter, lighting, weather, and motivations 
change to the sway of emotions coming from both of them. Before the tea party, Daisy 
represents her normal, sarcastic self. She represents pretty curls of love and light, like most 
young girls. During the meeting, this bright girl changes to a sad women, and all that is there is 
lost and changed. The character’s meeting defines a key in which is used to unlock a new 
perspective to Gatsby's life, which represents internal knowledge, pitted against dead 
knowledge.  

At the beginning of Chapter five, Gatsby slowly creeps up to Nick during the night. The 
reason why Fitzgerald made this scene during the night was because if it were the day time, the 
lights wouldn’t be able to shine. In its full glory, it would hopefully be enough to attract Daisy. 
Gatsby wants to perfect everything, trying to make himself as perfect and careful as possible. To 
prove this point, on page 82, Gatsby states, “I want to get the grass cut.” This shows that he 
wants to make everything visually pleasing for Daisy, which shows a magical realism as if Daisy 
were a queen. With this thought, Gatsby was thinking very high of Daisy, a little bit too high of 
her. This transitions to page 83, where Daisy is being very annoying as always. The dichotomy 
here is that Daisy is about to have the pivot point of the entire story, yet she is acting innocently, 
as if nothing were happening, and almost gay like. Then, almost in a mysterious way, Daisy all 
of a sudden turns very serious, and starts to choke. Gatsby's motivations from finding Daisy 
change to attracting her. Gatsby’s internal knowledge therefore turns to dead knowledge, like a 
caterpillar shedding its skin. Thus, Gatsby has a new coat, and is literally a different person. 

Later on in chapter five, most of the words have a meaning. For example, the clock that 
Gatsby knocks down stops. In this way, the clock is trapped in a certain time, while Gatsby is 
trapped by his dreams of love with Daisy. Nick also states Gatsby as “Running down like an 
overwound clock.” This also states that Gatsby wants to stay in a time zone and freeze in the 
time zone. Gatsby makes Daisy more sympathetic and human than ever before, by showing her 
his suits. The last part is the song, “Ain’t we got fun,” The song is ironic as a whole. The first 
sentence of the song is very carefree, which stands in contrast to the lovers intense love. One of 
the sentences, not in the book, implies that love can be made with no money, yet Daisy broke 
up with Gatsby because of money. Another sentence states that the rich get richer and the poor 
get children, which is ironic because Daisy was rich back then, yet got children, and Gatsby was 
poor back then, but got rich. This is just one of the other dichotomies found in this book.  

Gatsby lines up servants such as Nick to do his bidding. Yet, in chapter five, it almost 
seems like he is the one who is a servant to Daisy. Personalities and motivations flex and bend 
during this chapter, and they bend to the north wind.  
 
 
 
Tom’s fascination with finding out about Gatsby probably comes from the fact that 
Gatsby is very rich, with such a big house. Tom comes from a rich family, where 


